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1 The Research Context

The purpose of this abstract is to motivate and outline
a logical theory of preference that, arose from some very
concrete and practical considerations. For some time
now [6], we have been working on a formal model for
representing and processing (such a.s laying out) struc-
tured electronic documents. One of the sub-problems
in our project w&s designing a declarative language in
wMch graphic and layout designers could express their
preferences, essen~ially design rules, about the layout of
document,. Regardless of where one might, stand regard-
ing the what (declarative) vs. how (procedural) debate,
it appears to be the case that most graphic designers
would rather specify what they would like to be achieved
in the result of layout, than tell the system exactly how
to achieve it. Some examples of such rules are:

¯ Between two alternate ways of paginating a docu-
ment, I like the one with fewer number of widows
(first line of a paragraph as the last line of a page)
and orphan,,. In other words the objective is to min-
imize widows and orphans.

¯ Between two alternate ways of breaking a paragraph
into lines, I like the one with fewer number of con-
secutive hyphenated lines. The paragraph-breaking
algorithm underlying TEXis a famous example of
global optimization (and an efficient one at. that;
it uses dynamic programming and is linear in the
length of the paragraph).

There axe many other examples of user preferences. The
problem of laying out an electronic document is to derive
an optimal layout that. maximizes some global objective
function. Note that. the user might often have conflicting
preferences. Often the preferences are stratified, i.e., the
optimization is done in a staged manner. An example of
this is the usual galley mode layout where the breaking
of paragraphs is done first to produce a galley output,
which is then broken into pages. To make the problem
more complex, often all the user’s preferences cannot be
met. One then needs to relax some of the constraints.

Most, if not all docmnent processing systems (as well
ms other systems such a.q CAD and engineering design)
are procedural in nature, and such issues are burnt (or
hardwired) into their implementations. The user has
very little control over the objectives function and little

or no means to program her preferences in some high level
declarative language. VCe hope this brief description sets
the stage for the problem we pose below.

2 The Problem and its Scope

Stated simply:

1. Is there anything logical about the notion of prefer-
ence?

2. What. could constitute a preference logic, i.e., a logic
that. is general enough to be applicable in all the-
oretical contexts, such a.s economics, consumer de-
mand theory, ethics and representation of an agent’s
desires and knowledge in AI?

We answer the first, question in the affirmative by pre-
senting a logic of preference that embodies the logical
core of preference. Our formulation is very neutral, in
that. it does not a.ssume such properties ms irreflexiv-
ity, transitivity and asymmetlT to be logical principles.
However, it is expressive enough to enable us to axioma-
tize them. The theory turns out to be extremely simple
and remarkably expressive. We outline some of its ap-
plications in the last. section.

3 The Historical Context

As is probably obx,Sous, the notion of preference is cen-
tral to a number of disciplines. Economics, game the-
roT, ethics, mathematical programming, decision theo-
retic planning come to mind immediately. Preference is
a fimdamental notion in computing as well. The notion
of minimality derives from it, and the search for mini-
reality is a common theme in computer science. A lot.
of the work in "default" reasoning can be interpreted ms
the problem of augmenting the pal~.ial knowledge that
the agent has about her environment with preferences,
biases and prejudices that would complete it.. A theory
of preference that. has representational richness as well
as a computational core would not only be of use in the
indi,~Sdual disciplines but also sel~,’e as a meeting ground
where techniques and concepts fl’om one can be applied
to others. Such synergy is already in evidence in the
work of Pearl [12], [11] and Doyle [191, [311 among oth-
ers.

A number of proposals for preference logics have been
put forward. In fact, Rescher remarks that the founding
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father of preference logic is the founding father of logic
itself, i.e., Aristotle. It is reasonable to expect a logic
of preference to restrict itself to the study of preference
principles a~.ceptable upon abstract and formal grounds
rather than upon any particular theory of preferability
determination. Aristotle’s pronouncements, for instance,
made no adequate distinctions between the formal and
material aspects of preference. Principles such as that
which is more. permanent or durable is preferable to that
which is less so are mixed with those of a more formM
variety such as that which is possible is preferable to that
which is impossible.

Logics of preference have been proposed by philoso-
phers, logicians [16], economists and game theorists [18].
The early formal theories of preference were syntactic in
nature, and their axioms often depended on the princi-
ples that the philosopher proposing the theory held to be
intuitive and self-evident [13], [14], [27]. Presupposing a
propositional logic, and representing propositions by a,
r, etc., such theories have the propositional relationship
P, with c, Pfl to be read as ~’s being the case is preferred
to fl’s being the ca.se. P has the further properties that.
it is

¯ an ordering relation, i.e., irreflexive, asymmetric
and transitive,

¯ an extensional relation among propositions i.e., it
admits the substitution of provable equivalents.

Representative of such work is the monograph titled
The Logic of Preference by G. H. vonWright [29], [30].
The absence of a plausible semantic account led to un-
intlfitive theorems about preferences involving disjunc-
tions and negations. Further, the various theories were
mutually inconsistent. It. was a matter of taste as to
which preference principles one considered valid. The
property of transitivity has been the focus of much de-
bate in philosophical a.s well a.s economic circles [1], [10],
[15]. Arrow’s celebrated results in social choice theory
[2], [3], [4] demonstrate the breakdown of transitivity
in multi-criterion decision making, when the majority
vote method is used to determine a global preference or-
der. Even such an innocuous principle a.s asymmetry
has been questioned by Ackermann [1]. This led Mullen
[23] to question the assmnpt, ion that. preference princi-
ple.s were issues of logic. Mullen made the claim that
preference wa.s a matter of theor~d constr~tction and not
logical in nature. Different, theoretical contexts, such
a.s ethics, welfaxe economics, game theory and decision
theory, among others, make different demands upon the
fundamental concepts of a preference logic. This paper
is, in part, an attempt to develop a logic of preference
that is not susceptible to such charges. We will see that it
is indeed possible to extract the logical content of prefer-
ence and leave the rest to particular preferential theories.
Recently, Prof. Judea Pearl [25],[26] too has expressed
some misgivings regarding the enterprise of developing a
completely theory neutral preference logic. We are rea-
sonably confident that the theory of preference outlined
in this abstra~.t can he used a.s the core (which can be
enriched with other notions) of a comprehensive frame-
work for decision theoretic reasoning and computation.
Of course, this depends crucially on the input, critical ms

well ms technical enhancements, from, and collaboration
with other researchers in this area.
In artificial intelligence, in defeasible or default rea-

soning in paxticular, the notion of preference has played
a key role in untangling a number of semantic issues.
Starting with McCarthy’s work on circmnscription, a
number of researchers have used preferential sern.o.ntics
to give a meaning to default statements. Given a theory
T in an appropriate logical language L, a default state-
ment a --* fl is interpreted relative to T and a ranking
function ~: on the models of T in the following manner:

1. First, a preference ordering or ranking is placed on
the models of the theory T. This ranking is given
bye:.

2. If fl is true in the most, preferred a-models,(i.e.,
those models of T, where oz. is true and there is no
model higher in the preference ranking where a is
true) then the default statement is valid with re-
spect to T and ~:.

A ranking function is said to be admissible with respect
to a set S of default statements and an underlying theory
T, if it validates each element of S with respect to T. The
ranked systems of Pearl and Goldszmidt [12] are a general
formalism that combine in a very simple and intuitive
fashion, earlier work done in preferential semantics and
inference relations ba~sed on them [28], [20], [17]. The
two key observations that Pearl makes are:

¯ The fundamental relation of preference obtains
among possible worlds (which can be construed to
be truth a~ssignments to the propositions of an un-
derlying language, or as sets of propositions). In
other words, the granularity of preference is much
coarser than what philosophers like yon Wright took
it to be.

¯ Given a set of default statements, a canonical prefer-
ence relation on the possible worlds can be deduced
from it. This is what Pearl calls the most normal
ranking.

"~Ve arrived at the first point above ourselves, albeit fl’om
a somewhat different, route, a.s we shall explain in the
next, section. The second point above says that the bi-
nalT default operator (or connective) "-," imposes pref-
erence orderings among the worlds, i.e., is the syntactic
means of programming preference. ~Ve were motivated
by the same desire, i.e., to identify the right granularity
of preference, and a language and logic in which non-
logical axioms could be stmed so ms to express properties
of interest (as is the standard practice in mathematical
logic).

We were, however, interested in a logic that, did not de-
mand irreflexivity, asymmetry and transitivity. Pearl’s
ranking functions are total orderings (assignment of inte-
gers to possible worlds), and thus, somewhat specialized.
Also, we were interested, not so much in representing
defaults, a.s in the direct representation and encoding of
the agent’s preferences, both from a normative and de-
scriptive standpoint. This is not to be construed as a
criticism of Pearl’s approach, but a statement of the dif-
fering motivations and routes which were taken to reach
the same broad philosophical conclusions.
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4 Our Proposal

So, what, do we have so far’? Philosophers have mostly
treated preference ms a binary relation between propo-
sitions, relying on questionable axiomatizations. They
have had to a-ssume certMn properties of preference a-s
logical. Committing oneself to such a fine level of gran-
ularity makes such pitfalls unavoidable. The work on
preferential semantics [28], [12] ha-s successfully circum-
vented such problems. We think that the notion of pref-
erence orderings among possible worlds is fundamental
to logics of preference. Consider the preference proposi-
tion pPq. According to the Umlal reading, it means p is
preferred to q. It can be claimed rea-sonably that p and
q do not obtain in a vacuum after all. Thus, either one
means that, p /s preferreM to q independent of everything
else, or that p is.preferred to q given that everything else
is the same, or some intermediate point between the two
extremes. What we need next, is a syntactic means of
characterizing these preference orders among the worlds.
Given such syntactic machinery, one would then be able
to write down fornmlae that would express frames with
a.symmetric, transitive, etc. preference orders, or more
usefiflly, express a rea-soning agent’s preferences.

In a very broad sense, preference is a binary relation
over objects of a domain of interest. The preference rela-
tion could range over propositions or sets of propositions.
As yon Wright points out, the preference relation of pri-
mary importance seems to be between states of affairs.
Uniformly, researchem in philosophical logic have taken
states of affairs to be representable by propositions, i.e.,
objects that, can be combined using the usual logicM
connectives. We. shall take a state of affairs to be an
unspecified (finite or infinite) collection of propositions.
This collection could either specify the world completely
(i.e., give the truth conditions for every sentence of the
underlying logical language), or partially (but only the
former in this abstract). What, is important to keep in
mind is that we do not take individual sentences of the
logical language to describe states of affairs. This makes
it difficult to characterize the preference relation using
a binary relation P, since it is not convenient to explic-
itly talk about the referents of this relation. Of course,
this is exactly what we want, since it is our intention
to focus our attention on criteria for preference. What
we shall talk about expBcitly in our logic are preference
criteria that make one state of affairs preferable "t,o an-
other state of affairs. We must admit, that it, was the
concrete problem of document layout that led us to this
position. There one explicitly talks about the criteria
(such a-s fewer hyphenations or rivers) rather than com-
plete documents.

We are guided by the following intuitions in our for-
malization of the notion of preference.

1. Preference is local in nature. This locality of pref-
erences exists along two dimensions. On the one
hand, we speak of preferences between objects with-
out being aware of them in their totality. On the
other hand, we often speak of relative preferences
between objects without being consciously aware of
a mazimum or mazimal object,. These two intu-

.

itions are flmdamentM and shall have a profound
impact on determining the logical core of the notion
of preference.

Preferences can be either descriptive or prescriptive
in nature.

3. It is reasonable to view preference a-s a propositional
attitude and exploit the machineD" of modal logic
for formalizing it.

4. We often have preferences about our preferences.
See [16] for a lively debate on this.

Thus, any logic of preference should presetwe the modal
nature of preference, have the linguistic capability to ex-
press iterated modalities, be of a local nature and fi-
nally, formalize the descriptive a.s well as the prescliptive
(normative) aspects of preference. The standard alethic
modal operators turn out to be unsuitable for our pur-
pose (as we shall show in the full paper).

4.1 Logic of Preference 79

Syntax : We add to the language /2 of propositional
logic a new monadic modal operator P:. The rules
of formation of/2 p include all the rules of/2 in ad-
dition to

¯ If F is a formula then P/F is a formula.

Semantics : A preference frame tM is an ordered pair of
the form (~2, ~) where )IV is a set of possible worlds
and ~ a binary (preference) relation on them. A
preference model is a preference frame along with a
valuation flmction V that, determines the truth of
atomic formulae at. individual worlds. Thus,

~,~ F iff V(F, w) tr ue.

for all atomic formulae F. Assuming the standard
semantics of propositional connectives, the seman-
tics of P/is given by:

~:~a PIF iff Vv e14/ ~:. F implies w-~ v

Roughly, the semantics of PIP captures the intu-
ition that F suffices for preference. The formula F
is sufficient to induce a preference ordering between
two worlds. If P/F is true at a world w, then aw
world v at which F is true is at lea.st as good a.s w.
In short, F is a preference criterion at world w.

Axiomatics : We assume that 79 is equipped with all
the axiom schemes and rules of standard proposi-
tional logic. In addition, we have the following rule:

PI if F- (At A... A A,,) ~ A then t- (PI-~A~ A...A
P/-~A,,) --, Pf’~A for n > 0

Some axioms and rules that are valid are
PI*
PA
PF
PGN
PST
pV, Q

P/(A--* B) --* P:B.
(PIA A PIB) --, PI(A A B),
P:±.
P:A --* P/(A A B).
P/(A V B) --, P/(A).
if I- (A *-~ B) then I- (PfA ~, FIB)
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4.2 The Notion of a Preference Criterion

At this point, it is worth emphasizing that the notion
of a preference criterion, i.e., the A in Pf(A), is very
weak as a modality. This is in sharp contrast to other
standard modalities such as know, belief or alethic neces-
sity (and obligations). These operators take a very defi-
nite attitude towards the proposition being expressed by
the formula in their scope. A preference criterion, on
the other hand, does not have, either the certitude of
the epistemic modality or the ethical force of the ought
modality. It does not even have the limited certitude
of the belief modality. Preference criteria simply give
sufficient conditions for two worlds (or situations) to 
related in a certain way, that, we interpret as preference.
It is imperative to keep in mind that, it is the worlds that
are. the objects of preference, and not the preference cri-
teria themselves. We do not prefer preference criteria.
It is conceivable that. given a number of preference crite-
ria, an optimal world may not make. all of them true. A
preference criterion can be looked upon as just one (op-
timization) dimension along which worlds are ordered.
(This is strongly reminiscent Of pareto.optimality in de-
cision theory, and indeed, it is this weak nature of pref-
erence criteria that enables our preference logic to stay
neutral with respect to the properties of the preference
relation on the worlds).

4.3 Prohibitions

What, we have described above is a very simple logic
that, treats preference as a binary relation among possi-
ble worlds, and provides a new connective Pf that allows
one to talk about preference criteria. There are no re-
strictions on the preference relation in preference mod-
els. One can, however, axiomatize the class of irreflexive
preference frames in the logic ~o. As it turns out, the
operator Pf alone is not powetfful enough for expressing
other properties such as asymmetry and transitivity. We
have enhanced the base logic with other operators such
asprohibition, and feasibility. We introduce prohibitions
below.

4.3.1 Logic of Preference and Prohibition @~

Syntax : We add to the language of ~, another
monadic modal operator Pb. The additional rule
of formation is:

* If F is a formula then P~,F is a formula.

Semantics : The semantics is identical to that of 7~
with the following interpretation for Ph:

~Ya Pt, F iff Vv E 14; ~’~ F implies w 7~ v

F is a prohibition criterion. Its truth precludes pref-
erence.

Axiomatics : Pb is identical to Pf in terms of the rules
of inference and axioms.

~2 is a very powerful logic in which all the standard
preference principles can be axiomatized. The technical
details can be found in [21], [5].

5 Its Applications

We end this abstract with an outline of what we have
been able to do so far with preference logics.

’Technical Results : We have shown the soundness
and completeness of the various logics for both the
propositionM and first-order cases, along with de-
cidability results, where applicable [21], [5], [7].

Preference Hierarchies in Logic Programming
: Preference logics give us a novel way of impos-
ing preference hierarchies in the logic programming
framework. We have introduced a new ’category of
logic programs called relaxable horn clauses, where
a partial order is placed on the bodies of the clanses.
The partial orders are interpreted a.s a specification
of relaxation criteria in the proof of the consequent
of a relaxable clause, i.e.,, the order in which to re-
lax the conditions of truthhood of the consequent if
all the goals in the body cannot be satisfied. Pref-
erence logics enable us to characterize these orders,
both syntactically and semantically [8], [9].

Deontic Logic : Using the two operators, preference
and prohibition, we were able to come up with a
deontic logic that. is free of the standard paradoxes
(such ms Chisohn’s contrary to duty paradox) found
in the literature. In particular, define dismissibility,
Dm and admissibility A,, to be

* A,,, F =,l~.f "Pb F, and
¯ D., F -a4 "P/F.

Semantically

. ~.~ A,.FiffSvEW ~[ F A w ___ v,

. ~,~ D,,,Fiff3veW ~:h r A w 7~ v.
Thus, we have a spectrum of indifferences, ranging
from admissibles on the one (weaker) end to dismis-

¯ sibles on the other end. Now introduce the deontic
modality ought OP as a derived operator a.s follows:

OD20P =----,lef Pfp A A,,p

In this reading of obligations, OP means the truth of
p takes us to a world at least as good as the current
world and there does exist a world at least as good
as the current world where p is trae. Thus, p is
not only a preference criterion, but also achievable.
It seems reasonable then, that. the agent should in
some (computational if not moral!) sense be obliged
to make p true.

Nonmonotonic Reasoning : We have developed the
notion of a preferential theory, in which default
knowledge is represented a.s the agent’s preferences.
Thus, the preference for models where birds fly is
encoded ms

(bird(X) A -,flies(X)) ---, Pf(bird(X) A 

The notion of an inference relation falls out nat-
urally [22]. We have made preliminary compar-
isons with Pearl’s 0-entailment [24] and Lehman’s
r-entailment [17]. There is one thing that we would
like to empha.size at this point. The logical oper-
ators (Pb and Pf) are best viewed as the machine
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language for a re&soning system. It would be most
undesirable (and unreaiistic) to expect users to pro-
gram their preferences (descriptive or prescriptive)
using them. In fact, our work on preference hierar-
chies in logic programming is an example of how one
could design fairly intuitive, high-level, directly ex-
ecutable programming systems, which nevertheless
are semantically grounded in the logics presented
in this paper. We are confident that. causal rules
and inference relations based on them can be pro-
grammed using a similar surface syntax. We are
working on the details of such a syntax.
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